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Left Behind Answered Verse by Verse
Written by an L. A. County homicide detective and
former atheist, Cold-Case Christianity examines the
claims of the New Testament using the skills and
strategies of a hard-to-convince criminal investigator.
Christianity could be defined as a “cold case”: it
makes a claim about an event from the distant past
for which there is little forensic evidence. In Cold-Case
Christianity, J. Warner Wallace uses his nationally
recognized skills as a homicide detective to look at
the evidence and eyewitnesses behind Christian
beliefs. Including gripping stories from his career and
the visual techniques he developed in the courtroom,
Wallace uses illustration to examine the powerful
evidence that validates the claims of Christianity. A
unique apologetic that speaks to readers’ intense
interest in detective stories, Cold-Case Christianity
inspires readers to have confidence in Christ as it
prepares them to articulate the case for Christianity.

Answering Jehovah's Witnesses
The Facts on Jehovah's Witnesses
Jehovah's Witnesses Answered Verse by
Verse
No other book answers the Jehovah's Witnesses'
misinterpretation of Scripture so immediately and
shows how to use the same Scripture in leading
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Jehovah's Witnesses to Christ.

Answers to My Jehovah's Witness Friends
Awakening of a Jehovah's Witness
"More kids are dying right now in obedience to the
Jehovah's Witness ban on blood transfusions than
perished in the fire at Waco, Texas," says former
Witness elder David A. Reed. "How can a major sect
with headquarters in New York City and twelve million
attending its religious services worldwide quietly lead
victims to early deaths without public outcry?" Reed
cites dozens of well-documented casesmedia reports
naming victims, doctors, and hospitals issuing their
death certificatesas he blows the whistle on a deadly
cult that secretly instructs members to kidnap
children from hospital beds and teaches children to
resist doctors violently and give false testimony in
court. This former minister, now widely recognized as
an authority on the sect, explains his own role in
bringing new members under mind control. With
captivating anecdotes he details an enforcement
apparatus that reaches even into clinics and
hospitals. He brings to light secret instructions for
hospital employees to turn over confidential patient
records to the church, and tells how the hierarchy
conducts bedside trials of members who accept
forbidden medical treatment. Reed joined the sect as
a naive young adult and rose through the ranks until
he learned how the secretive leadership operated.
Realizing that his friends were dying for beliefs
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supposedly channeled from God, but actually
fabricated by the church hierarchy. After leaving the
sect, he spent years researching its history and
activitiesevidence revealed here for the first time.
Reed's warning cannot be ignored.

10 Questions and Answers on Jehovah's
Witnesses Pamphlet
Jehovah-Talk is an essential tool for all who deal with
Jehovah's Witnesses in professional or family settings.
It will teach you how to overcome hidden language
barriers and gain an effective opening for sharing
yourself and the gospel.

Approaching Jehovah’s Witnesses in Love
Here is a one-of-a-kind handbook for effectively
answering Jehovah's Witnesses without mastering all
of their theology. Robert Morey gives you a tool to use
right at the front door.

Conversations with Jehovah's Witnesses
An unfamiliar car parks near your house, and two
pleasant-looking folks approach your front door. The
doorbell rings, and after exchanging pleasantries,
your unexpected guests offer you some literature
from the Watchtower Society. What will you say?
What should you say? Should you engage your
visitors in conversation at all? And if so, how? Trusted
Bible teacher Ron Rhodes guides you through several
realistic dialogues with Jehovah's Witnesses,
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demonstrating helpful techniques for listening, asking
questions, avoiding offense, and more. He includes
the information you need to address the big issues,
including the New World Translation of the Bible, the
divine name, the Trinity, salvation, and the afterlife.
With this practical, kindhearted, and easy-tounderstand resource, you can actually enjoy
discussions about your faith when Jehovah's
Witnesses come to call, and you can lovingly guide
them to the truth about Jesus Christ.

The Complete Bible Answer Book
Jehovah's Witnesses
This tale of mind control, the use of fear to
manipulate vulnerable people, and final escape from
a suffocating cult environment is a revealing exposT
of a secretive contemporary sect, as well as a true
psychological thriller. Diane Wilson spent twenty-five
precious years of her life, first becoming indoctrinated
by the dogma of the Watchtower Society, and then
struggling to free herself from its pervasive,
intimidating clutches. In this probing, brutally honest
assessment, Wilson describes how a childhood of
psychological abuse and lack of self-confidence
rendered her vulnerable to the seductive doctrines of
the Jehovah's Witnesses. Yet as time went on and the
society demanded rigid control over every aspect of
her life, even her every thought, Wilson began to
rebel. Her gradual awakening, at first unconsciously
through physical and psychological ailments, and
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then consciously as a caring therapist helped her
rediscover her true self, is a fascinating story.What
she reveals about the goings-on within the closed
Watchtower Society will shock the average person
who assumes the polite, well-dressed people who
pass out leaflets are much like any other conservative
religious group. Wilson contends that membership in
the Jehovah's Witnesses requires obedience bordering
on psychological enslavement and complete
suppression of individuality. Her engrossing memoir
will be of great interest to former Witnesses, students
of cult phenomena, and anyone who has ever had
contact with Jehovah's Witnesses.

Behind the Watchtower Curtain
Do you want to share the gospel with Jehovah's
Witnesses but don't know what to say? This book will
help you communicate effectively with Jehovah's
Witnesses and get them out of their prepared
presentations by approaching Bible discussion in ways
they won't expect. In this way, you can help them
focus on what the Bible is really saying.

20 Answers: Jehovah's Witnesses
Will unbelievers and half-hearted churchgoers have 7
more years to make up their minds about Christ after
He raptures the Church? LEFT BEHIND gives them all
a 'second chance.' But is that what Jesus taught? His
parables of the talents, the wise and foolish virgins,
the wheat and the tares, and the faithful and evil
servant all show him returning unexpectedly with
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both rewards and punishments in his hands. Neither
the parables nor the plain words of Christ teach a
second chance for those surprised by his coming. But
LEFT BEHIND does. Few Christians realize LEFT
BEHIND tosses aside the teachings of Luther, Calvin,
Tyndale, Wesley, Wycliffe and Spurgeon. Read dozens
of quotes from these and other respected sources
that show LEFT BEHIND strays far from the truths
Bible readers have understood for centuries. Author of
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES ANSWERED VERSE BY VERSE
and MORMONS ANSWERED VERSE BY VERSE (Baker
Book House), David A. Reed is known worldwide as an
expert in refuting false prophecy.

Answers to My Jehovah's Witness Friends
Do you feel like hiding when Jehovah’s Witnesses ring
your doorbell? Have you tried to convey your faith to
themand gotten nowhere? It’s proven and practical
guide which includes questions, answers,
conversation starters and other great witnessing tools
that will help you speak to Jehovah’s Witnesses.

20 Questions Jehovah's Witnesses
Cannot Answer
Jehovah's Witnesses are among one of the most
misunderstood religious groups in the World today.
"Can I Get A Witness? How to Understand and Set
Free Jehovah's Witnesses” is a book that helps
interested persons and especially Christians, to better
understand what Jehovah's Witnesses believe and
why they believe it, by getting in the mind of
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someone who was born and raised in the religion.
“Can I Get A Witness?” not only deeply examines the
major beliefs of Jehovah's Witnesses, but it also
equips Christians with Biblical answers and defenses
for Historic Christianity. “Can I Get A Witness?” is a
personal invitation to better understand an often
misunderstood people, so that they too can receive a
saving witness of Jesus Christ.

Mormons Answered Verse by Verse
Christians have great news to offer Jehovah's
Witnesses. In this revised and updated version of the
top-selling Reasoning from the Scriptures with the
Jehovah's Witnesses (more than 90,000 copies sold),
author and Bible expert Ron Rhodes helps readers
delve into the Bible and use practical tools to share
God's truths with those who come calling. Convenient
side-by-side comparisons of the New World
Translation and the Bible, along with answers to each
doctrinal error espoused by the Witnesses Point-bypoint lists of the favorite tactics and arguments used
by the Witnesses—along with effective, biblical
responses to each Questions you can ask to challenge
the Jehovah's Witnesses' confidence in the
Watchtower Society With easy-to-understand helps,
concise information, direct comparisons of beliefs,
and a compassionate presentation, this resource from
Ron Rhodes is ideal for personal and church libraries
and for any reader who wants to confidently share the
gospel.

Jehovah's Witnesses Answered Verse by
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How will you answer the Mormons or Jehovah's
Witnesses at your doorstep? They quote Bible verses
to support their counterfeit gospel. This Bible features
footnotes explaining how Mormons and Jehovah's
Witnesses twist the Scriptures -- and how to answer
them on each point. Unlike the Doorstep Bible
Answering Mormons and Jehovah's Witnesses, on
which it is based, this volume features a discreet
cover, to avoid exposing the tool in your hand. DAVID
A REED served for a decade as a contributing editor of
Dr. Walter Martin's Christian Research Journal and has
authored some twenty books on Bible topics,
including a dozen on Jehovah's Witnesses and
Mormons. His most popular on these two sects are:
Mormons Answered Verse by Verse (Baker Book
House) and Jehovah's Witnesses Answered Verse by
Verse (Baker Book House) -- Also published in French,
Spanish, Portuguese, Polish, Romanian, Faroese and
partially in Arabic This volume includes a modern
Bible translation with notes explaining the verses that
Mormons and JWs love to quote out of context -- along
with notes on other verses they hate to look at
because the plain reading of Scripture proves their
interpretations wrong. The TOB Bible version used
here renders the divine name as Jehovah where the
Hebrew name for God - the Tetragrammaton - occurs
in the original manuscripts, which is especially useful
in responding to both Mormons and Jehovah's
Witnesses. A comparison with the JW New World
Translation exposes the presumptuousness of JW
translators who inappropriately added "Jehovah"
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where it does not appear in the original manuscripts such as at Romans 14:8, for example. Moreover, the
appearance of the expression "Jehovah God"
throughout the Old Testament disproves polytheistic
Mormon claims that the name "Jehovah" and the title
"God" (Hebrew Elohim) refer to two different Gods in
their pantheon. (See the footnotes at Genesis 2:4 and
Deuteronomy 6:4.) Mormons and Jehovah's Witnesses
are quite different theologically, but quite similar in a
number of other ways. Theologically, Mormons view
the Father, Son and Holy Ghost as three different
gods, believe that God the Father was once a man,
and believe that their church members will someday
become gods, too -- while JWs believe that the Father
is God alone, the Son is merely the first angel God
created, and the "holy spirit" (which they do not
capitalize) is neither God nor a person, but just a
force that God uses to get things done. However, the
two sects are very similar in a number of ways: Both
view theirs as the only true Church, the restoration of
true Christianity-and all other churches as apostate
false religions. Both originated in the western New
York-Pennsylvania area of America during the 1800s.
Both send members door-to-door, recruiting new
members and spreading their message to your
doorstep. Both have produced their own Bible
translations with key verses modified or added to fit
their unique teachings. Both give lip service to the
Bible, but actually put other publications above the
Bible as their guide to belief and practice. And, most
seriously, both put members into an Old Testament
style supposed relationship with God through an
organizational hierarchy, rather than a New
Testament style personal relationship with God
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through the risen Christ. Both sects usurp the role of
Jesus as Lord, Savior and Mediator by putting their
organizational hierarchy in that role instead -requiring obedience to the organization (so it
becomes their 'Lord'), making salvation dependent
upon the organization (so it becomes their 'Savior'),
and placing the organization in the position of
Mediator, acting as God's spokesman or mouthpiece
on earth today. This volume will help you "contend
earnestly for the faith which was once for all delivered
to the saints." (Jude 1:3 TOB)

Jehovah-talk
Teachings of the Jehovah's Witnesses and how they
differ from historic Christianity are documented in this
study of Watchtower publications from 1879 to 1989.
Helpful for having profitable discussions with
Jehovah's Witnesses.

Jehovah's Witnesses and the Third Reich
"A vivid depiction of the hysterical and brutal
suppression of the Witnesses during the 1930s and
1940s and how their legal resistance transformed the
civil liberties of all Americans. A story of cowardice
and courage, well told."--Norman Dorsen, ACLU
president 1976-1991. 24 photos.

Holy Bible
A selectively annotated bibliography of the literature,
in English and other languages, available on the
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Watchtower movement.

Can I Get a Witness?
How will you answer the Mormons or Jehovah's
Witnesses at your doorstep? They quote Bible verses
to support their counterfeit gospel. The DOORSTEP
BIBLE Answering Mormons and Jehovah's Witnesses
features footnotes explaining how Mormons and
Jehovah's Witnesses twist the Scriptures -- and how to
answer them on each point.DAVID A REED served for
a decade as a contributing editor of Dr. Walter
Martin's Christian Research Journal and has authored
some twenty books on Bible topics, including a dozen
on Jehovah's Witnesses and Mormons. His most
popular on these two sects are:Mormons Answered
Verse by Verse (Baker Book House)andJehovah's
Witnesses Answered Verse by Verse (Baker Book
House) -- Also published in French, Spanish,
Portuguese, Polish, Romanian, Faroese and partially in
ArabicThe DOORSTEP BIBLE Answering Mormons and
Jehovah's Witnesses features a modern Bible
translation with notes explaining the verses that
Mormons and JWs love to quote out of context -- along
with notes on other verses they hate to look at
because the plain reading of Scripture proves their
interpretations wrong.The DOORSTEP BIBLE features
the text of The Original Bible for Modern Readers
(TOB).The TOB Bible version renders the divine name
as Jehovah where the Hebrew name for God - the
Tetragrammaton - occurs in the original manuscripts,
which is especially useful in responding to both
Mormons and Jehovah's Witnesses. A comparison with
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the JW New World Translation exposes the
presumptuousness of JW translators who
inappropriately added "Jehovah" where it does not
appear in the original manuscripts - such as at
Romans 14:8, for example. Moreover, the appearance
of the expression "Jehovah God" throughout the Old
Testament disproves polytheistic Mormon claims that
the name "Jehovah" and the title "God" (Hebrew
Elohim) refer to two different Gods in their pantheon.
(See the footnotes at Genesis 2:4 and Deuteronomy
6:4.)Mormons and Jehovah's Witnesses are quite
different theologically, but quite similar in a number
of other ways.Theologically, Mormons view the
Father, Son and Holy Ghost as three different gods,
believe that God the Father was once a man, and
believe that their church members will someday
become gods, too -- while JWs believe that the Father
is God alone, the Son is merely the first angel God
created, and the "holy spirit" (which they do not
capitalize) is neither God nor a person, but just a
force that God uses to get things done.However, the
two sects are very similar in a number of ways:Both
view theirs as the only true Church, the restoration of
true Christianity-and all other churches as apostate
false religions.Both originated in the western New
York-Pennsylvania area of America during the
1800s.Both send members door-to-door, recruiting
new members and spreading their message to your
doorstep.Both have produced their own Bible
translations with key verses modified or added to fit
their unique teachings.Both give lip service to the
Bible, but actually put other publications above the
Bible as their guide to belief and practice.And, most
seriously, both put members into an Old Testament
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style supposed relationship with God through an
organizational hierarchy, rather than a New
Testament style personal relationship with God
through the risen Christ. Both sects usurp the role of
Jesus as Lord, Savior and Mediator by putting their
organizational hierarchy in that role instead -requiring obedience to the organization (so it
becomes their 'Lord'), making salvation dependent
upon the organization (so it becomes their 'Savior'),
and placing the organization in the position of
Mediator, acting as God's spokesman or mouthpiece
on earth today.This volume will help you "contend
earnestly for the faith which was once for all delivered
to the saints." (Jude 1:3 TOB)

Jehovah's Witnesses
The Grammy Award-winning recording artist and actor
shares the story of his life, from his youth on
Chicago's Southside and rise in the hip-hop industry
to his movie appearances and the lessons he has
learned as a son and a father.

Religious Persecution and Political Order
in the United States
Index of Watchtower Errors 1879 to 1989
Biblical theology and doctrines of Jehovah's
Witnesses.

Worse Than Waco
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Answers you need to witness effectively to Jehovah's
Witnesses When Jehovah's Witnesses come to your
door, have you ever wished you could get them off
their memorized scripts and show them what the
Bible really teaches? Have you ever wished you had
the information necessary to lovingly show them why
their religion is wrong? Now you can! Using many
quotes from Watchtower leaders, this small book
exposes the errors of this false religion, presenting
thought-provoking questions Jehovah's Witnesses
can't answer. Don't turn them away from your door
saying, "I'm not interested." Learn the questions that
will make them think, so you can effectively share the
true gospel with them. Did you know? - In 1889,
Jehovah's Witness founder C.T. Russell predicted: "the
final end of the kingdoms of this world, and the
establishment of the Kingdom of God, will be
accomplished at the end of A.D. 1914." This is one in
a long list of unfulfilled Jehovah's Witness Bible
prophecies that are revealed in this book.

Jehovah's Witness Literature
Using materials from Witness archives, the U.S. State
Department, Nazi files, and other sources, M. James
Penton demonstrates that while many ordinary
German Witnesses were brave in their opposition to
Nazism, their leaders were quite prepared to support
the Hitler government. --from publisher description

Cold-Case Christianity
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Judging Jehovah's Witnesses
Surprisingly enough, there has been no Catholic book
about dealing with Jehovah's Witnesses at your
dooruntil now. Jason Evert's Answering Jehovah's
Witnesses walks you through the doctrines of the JWs,
revealing where and why they're wrong--giving
special attention to favorite verses and standard
topics that a JW will use in rejecting the Catholic faith.
The book provides helpful and practical suggestions
for sharing your faith with Jehovah's Witnesses and
planting seeds of truth. Planting seeds is easier than
you might think. While most JWs appear to be wellinformed Scripture scholars, they're just reading from
a script with canned answers to your objections. For
the most part they're surprisingly unfamiliar with the
Bible. It doesn't take much to throw a monkey wrench
into their belief system. Answering Jehovah's
Witnesses will show you how.

Jehovah's Witnesses Defended
How the Jehovah's Witnesses began . Prophecies by
their leaders . Should God be called 'Jehovah'? . Is the
Trinity a 'Pagan Doctrine'?

Reasoning from the Scriptures with the
Jehovah's Witnesses
This is the first major study of the enigmatic religious
society. By examining the Jehovah's Witnesses'
dramatic recent expansion, Andrew Holden reveals
the dependency of their quasi-totalitarian movement
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on the physical and cultural resources have brought
about the privatization of religion, the erosion of
community, and the separation of 'fact' from faith.

How to Answer a Jehovah's Witness
When discussing Christianity with Jehovah's Witnesses
we might be presented with 'facts' or asked questions
which we are uncertain about answering.This carefully
and clearly written booklet provides the answers to
those questions. Topics coveredinclude the Divinity of
Jesus, scripture, and the many other distinctive beliefs
held by Jehovah's Witnesses.

What Does the Bible Really Teach?.
Answers you need to witness effectively to Jehovah's
Witnesses When Jehovah's Witnesses come to your
door, have you ever wished you could get them off
their memorized scripts and show them what the
Bible really teaches? Have you ever wished you had
the information necessary to lovingly show them why
their religion is wrong? Now you can! Using many
quotes from Watchtower leaders, this small book
exposes the errors of this false religion, presenting
thought-provoking questions Jehovah's Witnesses
can't answer. Don't turn them away from your door
saying, "I'm not interested." Learn the questions that
will make them think, so you can effectively share the
true gospel with them. Did you know? - In 1889,
Jehovah's Witness founder C.T. Russell predicted: "the
final end of the kingdoms of this world, and the
establishment of the Kingdom of God, will be
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accomplished at the end of A.D. 1914." This is one in
a long list of unfulfilled Jehovah's Witness Bible
prophecies that are revealed in this book.

Doorstep Bible Answering Mormons and
Jehovah's Witnesses
This book guides Christians to discuss non-biblical
issues with Jehovah's Witnesses subject by subject in
a non-confrontational manner.

Getting Through to Jehovah's Witnesses
Millions Now Living Will Never Die!
Religious freedom is a foundational value of the
United States, but not all religious minorities have
been shielded from religious persecution in America.
This book examines why the state has acted to
protect some religious minorities while allowing
others to be persecuted or actively persecuting them.
It details the persecution experiences of Mormons,
Jehovah's Witnesses, Catholics, Jews, the Nation of
Islam, and orthodox Muslims in America, developing a
theory for why the state intervened to protect some
but not others. The book argues that the state will
persecute religious minorities if state actors consider
them a threat to political order, but they will protect
religious minorities if they believe persecution is a
greater threat to political order. From the beginning of
the republic to after 9/11, religious freedom in
America has depended on the state's perception of
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political threats.

Blood on the Altar
The King James Bible for ebook readers, desktops,
tablets and phones. Including Old Testament and New
Testament, this is a wonderful tool that keeps the
scriptures at your fingertips. The translation that
became the Authorized King James Bible was begun in
1604 and in 1611 was published by the Church of
England, under the direction of King James. The
translation was done by forty-seven Church of
England scholars, the New Testament coming from
the Greek Textus Receptus (Received Text), the Old
Testament from the Masoretic Hebrew text, and the
Apocrypha from the Greek Septuagint (LXX), except
for two Esdras from the Latin Vulgate.

One Day It'll All Make Sense
One of the most thorough presentations in print on
Mormon theology compares each teaching with what
the Bible says. Designed for quick reference.

The Holy Bible
John Ankerberg, John Weldon, and Dillon Burroughs
team up to revise and update The Facts on Jehovah's
Witnesses, part of the popular Facts On Series (more
than 1.9 million copies of books from this series sold).
Known for their extensive research and Bible
knowledge, these authors offer readers the essential
facts they need to evaluate and discuss today's issues
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regarding the Jehovah's Witnesses, a religious
organization, and the Watchtower Society. The
concise, easy-to-follow information helps readers
answer such questions as: What is the Watchtower
Society and what power does it hold? Is the
Watchtower Society's translation of the Bible
accurate? Is the Society's teaching on salvation
biblical? Whether the reader is merely curious or
searching for specific information, The Facts on
Jehovah's Witnesses will give them what they are
looking for—easy-to-understand, factual, and relevant
information about this group.

How to Rescue Your Loved One from the
Watchtower
This beautiful leather-bound Collector's Edition will
allow you to dig deeper and the find the answers
you've been looking for! Hank Hanegraaff has heard it
all. He knows what questions plague believers and
nonbelievers. And he's done something about it—he's
spelled out the answers. The Complete Bible Answer
Book is a simple guide covering over 170 of the top
questions that the Bible Answer Man has dealt with in
his ministry. Topics include parents and kids,
religions, difficulty, faith, fear, sin, salvation, and
many more issues vital to understanding the path to
better understanding God. Each question is
approached in Hanegraaff's scholarly, easy-tounderstand style, and he even suggests additional
sources for readers who want to explore the topics
further.
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Answering Jehovah's Witnesses
No other book answers the Jehovah's Witnesses'
misinterpretation of Scripture so immediately and
shows how to use the same Scripture in leading
Jehovah's Witnesses to Christ.
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